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Padua, 28th September 2020 
 
The 2020 edition of Auto e Moto d'Epoca is upon us and organisation is underway. Both the exhibition 
pavilions at Padua Fair and the participants from all over Europe are confirmed. Everything is being 
organised in full compliance with the safety measures taken to guarantee the health and peace of mind of 
all those attending in Padua: traders, car manufacturers, guests, media and the public. 
 
 
Auto e Moto d'Epoca is the largest European car fair where culture, passion, design and technology come                 
together and it will be the first large-scale international event of 2020. The industry trends are promising                 
and there's great enthusiasm in the air for the event. From Auto e Moto d'Epoca’s leading sectors to the                   
vintage, dream and instant classics car market; from spare parts and automobilia to a host of clubs taking                  
part; from manufacturing houses to the best companies dedicated to maintenance and the preservation of               
cars, vintage objects and clothing.  
 
Two important exhibitions await enthusiasts and are dedicated to Italian talent and tenacity in the two- and                 
four-wheel industry throughout history: The Courage to Dream is also the sign of a industry which is                 
recovering.  
 
One exhibition, the Ordinary becomes Extraordinary, will be organised in collaboration with the Historic ACI               
in Pavilion 3. A selection of brands and models of postwar Italy will be showcased to celebrate the Italian                   
ability to transform common cars into prestigious limited-edition vehicles and racing cars. The second, the               
Man who defeated the Giants, will be entirely dedicated to motorcycles, with over 20 unique models from                 
Genesio Bevilacqua's "Motorbikes of the Myths" collection, which tells the story of Athea Racing.  
 
We would like inform you that updates, news and information for exhibitors and participants will be sent                 
exclusively by our press office and/or posted on Auto e Moto d'Epoca's official channels, that is the website                  
(autoemotodepoca.com) and social channels (Facebook: autoemotodepoca, Instagram:       
autoemotodepocapadova, YouTube: autoemotodepoca, Linkedin: autoemotod-epoca2020).  
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